Whittle Consulting to hold first MONEY MINING course in South America!

Whittle Consulting, leading business optimization specialists for the mining industry, have had a good response in the South American market, with Enterprise Optimization studies in progress for Kinross & Goldfields.

Managing Director, Gerald Whittle, is very happy with the high level of interest surrounding Enterprise Optimization. He is therefore planning to deliver the first MONEY MINING (Mining and Mineral Processing Optimization) training course in South America, set to be held in Santiago on the 7th & 8th July. Simultaneous translation to Spanish will be provided.

The course is about a philosophy and methodology for optimising the whole mining value chain, cutting across organisational silos and overcoming many misleading paradigms that distract us from the real objectives of the business.

It is not a technical / software course. The approach is applicable to most types of mining companies. It is appropriate for senior managers, analysts and technical people. Previous sessions have attracted very senior staff which has resulted in some very stimulating discussion, and overwhelmingly positive feedback.

The course aims to further raise awareness of how Enterprise Optimization methods increasing a project’s or existing operation’s Net Present Value (NPV), with recent results ranging from a 5% - 35% or more increase in NPV.

Over the past 18 months, over 500 professionals have attended the MONEY MINING course in Australia, Canada & Africa.

Whittle Consulting was formed in 1999 in Melbourne Australia, as a joint venture between MD Gerald Whittle, and founder of the original Whittle mining optimization software, father Jeff Whittle.